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VENICE HOSPITAL HAS AN IMPORTANT PAST.

TODAY IT’S INNOVATIVE.

A STRATEGIC FIELD IN VENICE IS ICT & CARDIOLOGY.
VCHS is a net of programs built in three years. Different software and IT (information technology) systems were built and implemented for the needs of our Local Health System and Hospitals, serving around 300K inhabitants and 20M/yr of visitors and tourists of Venice and Venetian Beaches.
IPPOCRATE e-PRESCRIBING

Ippocrate in this mosaic is the “tessera” having as target the e-prescribing.

AIMS ARE:

1. Reducing clinical risk of drugs prescribing (physician duty)
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✓ Reducing clinical risk of drugs administration (both physician and nurse)
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✓ Optimizing #supply, #stocks and return of hospital drugs
(Drugs Supply Chain)
e-PRESCRIBING SOFTWARE

Such Software HAS TO BE “S-centred”

- SIMPLE
- SAFE
- SURE
- SOLID
- $ (CHEAP)
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e-PRESCRIBING GPI
IPPOCRATE SOFTWARE
WE are working in touch with Software House for the highest standards
to
IMPROVE QUALITY OF CARE
to...
GET THE PRESCRIBING SAFE
Our Headquarters decided that it was better to start in a high-intensity treatments ward, Cardiology.

We NEED TO HAVE **strict precision** of

- drugs,
- frequent prescribing changes
- frequent posological changes
The idea was...

“If the software works with us, it will work with any other dept.”
azienda Ulss 12 veneziana

www.ulss12.ve.it
www.scuolagrandesanmarco.it
IN VENICE WAS BORN MODERN ANATOMY IN XVI CENTURY.

THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD AIDS HEALTH TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION IN VENICE.
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“SS GIOVANNI AND PAOLO” VENICE HOSPITAL
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HISTORICAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE IN VENICE HOSPITAL
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HISTORICAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE IN VENICE HOSPITAL
THANK YOU